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The Jobs
From logistics to healthcare
to business and beyond,
there are more than 27,000
open job opportunities in
Greater Louisville!

6

The Parks
Greater Louisville boasts
more than 14,000 acres
of parkland for hiking,
kayaking, tennis, biking,
team sports and much
more.
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The People
We’ve been named a
Compassionate City and we
value inclusion.
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The Culture
You can easily make a
difference in Greater
Louisville through nonprofit
work, boards, volunteering
& community engagement.

The Arts
We’re home to a major
theatrical center, orchestra,
ballet, opera, 20 museums,
Forecastle and more than
100 other unique festivals.
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The Food
We’ve been named the
world’s best foodie town
because of our innovative
restaurants and cool bars.
And we have the World’s
Best Water.

The Innovation
Our thriving entrepreneurial
community is just one of
the innovative industries
helping Greater Louisville
grow.
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The Bourbon
With our 34 distilleries
(and more coming every
day), our region has more
bourbon barrels than
people!
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The Living
From downtown living
to the friendly suburbs,
Greater Louisville has a
plethora of independent
neighborhoods, plus it’s
affordable!
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10 The Connections

Greater Louisville has all
of the benefits of a big
city and the charm of a
small town paired with true
southern hospitality.

an initiative of
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